Basic Advanced Search – Business Source Complete

Go to Advanced Search from the first screen.

Basic advanced search: the terms bar and soap are bundled into a phrase “bar soap” when enclosed in double quotation marks. This search maximizes the hits by looking in all fields, (but NOT the full text of articles, as in ABI).

NOTE the selections that can limit the search and help make your search more precise.
19 Results: [notice the ‘source types’]

Sample of a search using selected fields to narrow results. [notice the field tags]
194 Results: [notice the field tags and source types]

1. **Buyer impulse still strong.**
   ![Add to folder]
   - PDF Full Text (117KB)
   - Check Campbell Library for print or online version

2. **HOT PRODUCTS.**
   Hotel Management (21582122), 7/1/2012, Vol. 227 Issue 9, p44-44, 1p.
   ![Add to folder]
   - HTML Full Text
   - PDF Full Text (164KB)
   - Check Campbell Library for print or online version

3. **A SENSORY JOURNEY: FRAGRANCE IN BRANDING.**
   ![Add to folder]
   - HTML Full Text
   - PDF Full Text (379KB)
   - Check Campbell Library for print or online version

4. **Captain Planet.**
   ![Add to folder]